Letter of Apology and Retraction

It has come to our attention that article titled “A Personalized Mobile Augmented Reality Framework for Museum Visualization” authored by “Challa Sai Sravanthi, Gunna Kishore” published in “Volume 4 Issue 12, December 2015” of International Journal of Science and Research (IJSR) was flagged as problematic and published paper indeed contains large portions of wording and sections copied from another article titled “A service-oriented mobile augmented reality architecture for personalized museum environments”, authored by “Rattanarungrot, S., White, M.” published at:

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/abstractAuthors.jsp?reload=true&amp;tp=&amp;arnumber=7136695&amp;url=http%3A%2F%2Fieeexplore.ieee.org%2Fxpls%2Fabs_all.jsp%3Farnumber%3D7136695

We International Journal of Science and Research (IJSR) on behalf of all the concerned persons, apologize to the national and international research community for accepting and publishing an article which had several plagiarism issues.

Thus this article is removed from our Web pages and Databases making it inaccessible from our website.

If anyone of you finds any references to this article anywhere on the Internet then kindly report us at submit@ijsr.net, we assure you that we will take necessary action to remove them as well.

Sincerely,

Managing Editor

www.ijsr.net